Leaf Canister

1-1/2” Leaf Canister with Mesh bag

The Leaf Canister has been designed to assist the pool owner and service technician in cleaning pools where leaves, twigs, rocks, etc., are present in the pool. This Canister can be used with suction type automatic pool cleaners.

How to use your Leaf Canister
1. Turn off pump.
2. For standard cleaner hoses:
   Connect female-female pool cleaner hose to bottom end of Leaf Canister and connect the other end of hose to skimmer or suction fitting.
   Connect male-female pool cleaner hose to lid of Leaf Canister and connect the remaining end of hose to automatic pool cleaner.

   For Barracuda cleaner hoses:
   Connect Barracuda cleaner hose to bottom end of Leaf Canister and connect the other end of hose to skimmer or suction fitting.
   Connect the hose connector to lid of Leaf Canister.
   Connect Barracuda cleaner hose to hose connector and connect the remaining end of hose to automatic pool cleaner.

3. Depress latch on handle and turn the lid in “open” direction to open lid. Submerge Leaf Canister until filled with water. With Leaf Canister still under water, Turn lid in “close” direction closed until hear “ka” into place.

4. Start pump and follow procedure for vacuuming pool.

How to cleaning the collecting bag of your Leaf Canister
1. The Leaf Canister can be serviced while still in the pool without disconnecting the hoses, if you wish.
2. To do so, first tilt the Leaf Canister lid end upward to allow any debris to settle inside the collecting bag.
3. Turn off pump. Depress latch on handle and turn the lid in “open” direction to open lid. Remove bag for cleaning.
4. Check O-Ring on Canister body and clean or replace as necessary. Lubricate with Lifeguard Silicone only.
   Do not use any petroleum based product.
5. After clearance bag, put the bag into the main body and turn the lid in “close” direction to be closed.